
Motion IMotion I

Kinematics and Newton’s Kinematics and Newton’s 
LawsLaws



Basic Quantities to Describe Basic Quantities to Describe 
MotionMotion

 Space Space (where are you)(where are you)

 Time Time (when are you there)(when are you there)

 MotionMotion is how we move through  is how we move through 
space as a function of the time.space as a function of the time.

Audio Link

http://www.phy.ilstu.edu/~bkc/phy207/mot1.mp3


Newton’s Definitions:Newton’s Definitions:
 Space: Absolute space, in its own Space: Absolute space, in its own 

nature, without relation to anything nature, without relation to anything 
external, remains always similar and external, remains always similar and 
immovable.immovable.

 Time: Absolute true and Time: Absolute true and 
mathematical time, of itself, and mathematical time, of itself, and 
from its own nature, flows equably, from its own nature, flows equably, 
without relation to anything external, without relation to anything external, 
and by another name is called and by another name is called 
duration.duration.



 Newton’s definitions are so obvious Newton’s definitions are so obvious 
that they were taken to be that they were taken to be 
fundamental postulates.fundamental postulates.

 These definitions are good for the These definitions are good for the 
relatively slow, but they don't work relatively slow, but they don't work 
when relativistic speeds (> 0.1 c are when relativistic speeds (> 0.1 c are 
involved.  Einstein (1905) showed involved.  Einstein (1905) showed 
that space and time are intimately that space and time are intimately 
connected.connected.



Speed, Velocity and Speed, Velocity and 
AccelerationAcceleration

 Note that this is another Rate 
Equation

 Δ is shorthand for change in a 
quantity or the elapsed amount of 
the quantity

speed=
distance traveled
travel time

s=
Δ d
Δ t



ExampleExample
 Suppose that we have a car  that covers 20 Suppose that we have a car  that covers 20 

miles in 30 minutes.  What was its miles in 30 minutes.  What was its averageaverage  
speed?speed?

Speed = (20 mi)/(30 min) = 0.67 mi/minSpeed = (20 mi)/(30 min) = 0.67 mi/min

OROR

Speed = (20 mi)/(0.5 hr) = 40 mi/hrSpeed = (20 mi)/(0.5 hr) = 40 mi/hr

Note: Units of speed are distance divided by Note: Units of speed are distance divided by 
time.time.

Any will do, but we need to know how to Any will do, but we need to know how to 
convert.convert.



Unit ConversionUnit Conversion
 Essentially just multiply the quantity you want to Essentially just multiply the quantity you want to 

convert by a judiciously selected expression for convert by a judiciously selected expression for 
1.1.

Example:Example:
  1 ft = 12 in1 ft = 12 in

(1 ft)/(1 ft) =(1 ft)/(1 ft) =  1=(12in)/(1ft) 1=(12in)/(1ft)
OrOr

(12 in)/(12 in) = 1 = (1 ft)/(12 in)(12 in)/(12 in) = 1 = (1 ft)/(12 in)

You cannot cancel the units here, they are You cannot cancel the units here, they are 
important.important.



ConvertConvert 27 in into feet. 27 in into feet.

 You can do this for any type of unit
 If your unit to be converted is in the 

numerator, make sure it is in the 
denominator when you multiply by “one”

 If your unit to be converted is in the 
denominator, make sure it is in the 
numerator when you multiply by “one”

27in=27in (1ft /12in)
27in=2.25ft



I know that 1.609km = 1 mi.  If I want I know that 1.609km = 1 mi.  If I want 
to find out how many miles are 75 km I to find out how many miles are 75 km I 

would multiply the 75 km bywould multiply the 75 km by

1 2

50%50%

1.1. (1mi)/(1.609km)(1mi)/(1.609km)

2.2. (1.609km)/(1mi)(1.609km)/(1mi)



 Given that we know 1609m = 1mi and Given that we know 1609m = 1mi and 
1hr=3600s, convert 65mi/hr into m/s.1hr=3600s, convert 65mi/hr into m/s.

65
mi
hr

=65
mi
hr

(1609
m
hr

)(
1
3600

hr
s

)

65
mi
hr

=29.05
m
s



Given that 1hr=3600s, 1609m=1mi Given that 1hr=3600s, 1609m=1mi 
and the speed of sound is 330 m/s, and the speed of sound is 330 m/s, 
what is the speed of sound given in what is the speed of sound given in 

mi/hr?mi/hr?

1 2 3 4

25% 25%25%25%
 a) 12.3 mi/hra) 12.3 mi/hr
 b) 147 mi/hrb) 147 mi/hr
 c) 738 mi/hrc) 738 mi/hr
 d) 31858200 d) 31858200 

mi/hrmi/hr



Back to PhysicsBack to Physics

 Given the speed, we can also calculate the Given the speed, we can also calculate the 
distance traveled in a given time.distance traveled in a given time.

distance = (speed) x (time)distance = (speed) x (time)

Example: If speed = 35m/s, how far do we Example: If speed = 35m/s, how far do we 
travel in 1 hour.travel in 1 hour.

  d=(35 m/s)(3600 s)=126,000md=(35 m/s)(3600 s)=126,000m

      =(126,000m)(1mi/1609m)=78.3mi=(126,000m)(1mi/1609m)=78.3mi



VelocityVelocity

 Velocity tells not only how fast we Velocity tells not only how fast we 
are going (speed) but also tells us are going (speed) but also tells us 
the direction we are going.the direction we are going.

 Velocity is a VECTOR, i.e. a quantity Velocity is a VECTOR, i.e. a quantity 
with both a magnitude and direction.with both a magnitude and direction.

 Speed is a SCALAR, i.e. a quantity Speed is a SCALAR, i.e. a quantity 
that only has a magnitudethat only has a magnitude



 Displacement is a vector that tells us Displacement is a vector that tells us 
how far and in what directionhow far and in what direction

velocity=
displacement
elapsed time



Example: Plane fight to Example: Plane fight to 
ChicagoChicago

 If we went in any other direction, we would If we went in any other direction, we would 
still have a speed of 200 mi/hr, but we still have a speed of 200 mi/hr, but we 
would end up in the wrong location.would end up in the wrong location.

v=
100mi north
0.5hr

=200
mi
hr
north



EXAMPLE: Daytona 500EXAMPLE: Daytona 500

 Average speed is approximately 200 Average speed is approximately 200 
mi/hr, but what is average velocity?mi/hr, but what is average velocity?

 Since we start and stop at the same Since we start and stop at the same 
location, displacement is zerolocation, displacement is zero

 Velocity must also be zero.Velocity must also be zero.



Car keeps changing direction so on Car keeps changing direction so on 
average it doesn’t actually go average it doesn’t actually go 

anywhere, but it is still moving quicklyanywhere, but it is still moving quickly



AccelerationAcceleration

 Acceleration is the rate at which velocity Acceleration is the rate at which velocity 
changes.changes.

 Note that acceleration is a vector!Note that acceleration is a vector!

acceleration=
Δ v
Δ t



 We may have acceleration (i.e. a change We may have acceleration (i.e. a change 
in velocity) byin velocity) by

1.1. Increasing speedIncreasing speed

2.2. Decreasing speedDecreasing speed

3.3. Changing directionsChanging directions

What are the units of acceleration?What are the units of acceleration?



How many “accelerators” (i.e. How many “accelerators” (i.e. 
ways to change velocity) are there ways to change velocity) are there 

on a car? on a car? 

1.1. OneOne

2.2. Two Two 

3.3. ThreeThree

4.4. FourFour



Newton’s LawsNewton’s Laws
1.1. Every body continues its state of Every body continues its state of 

rest OR uniform motion in a straight rest OR uniform motion in a straight 
line, UNLESS it is compelled to line, UNLESS it is compelled to 
change that state by forces change that state by forces 
impressed on it.impressed on it.

          Originally formulated by GalileoOriginally formulated by Galileo
 Qualitative statement about what a Qualitative statement about what a 

force is.force is.
 A body moving at constant velocity has A body moving at constant velocity has 

zero zero Net Force Net Force acting on itacting on it

Audio Link

http://www.phy.ilstu.edu/~bkc/phy207/mot2.mp3


2.2. The acceleration experienced by an object The acceleration experienced by an object 
equals the net force acting on it divided by equals the net force acting on it divided by 
its mass.its mass.

aa==FF/m/m
OrOr

FF=m=maa

 Defines mass as a resistance to changes in Defines mass as a resistance to changes in 
motion.  INERTIAmotion.  INERTIA

 For a given force, a small mass experiences a For a given force, a small mass experiences a 
big acceleration and a big mass experiences a big acceleration and a big mass experiences a 
small acceleration.small acceleration.

 Standard unit of mass is the kilogram.Standard unit of mass is the kilogram.



Units of Force:Units of Force:

 By definition, a Newton (N) is the force By definition, a Newton (N) is the force 
that will cause a 1kg mass to accelerate at that will cause a 1kg mass to accelerate at 
a rate of 1m/sa rate of 1m/s22

1N=1 kg
m

s2



Force due to GravityForce due to Gravity
 Near the surface of the earth, all Near the surface of the earth, all 

dropped objects will experiences an dropped objects will experiences an 
acceleration of g=9.8m/sacceleration of g=9.8m/s22, regardless , regardless 
of their mass.of their mass.

 Neglects air frictionNeglects air friction



Force due to GravityForce due to Gravity

 Weight is the gravitational force on a Weight is the gravitational force on a 
massmass

F = ma = mg = W F = ma = mg = W 

Note the Weight of a 1 kg mass on Note the Weight of a 1 kg mass on 
earth isearth is

      W=(1kg)(9.8m/sW=(1kg)(9.8m/s22)=9.8N)=9.8N



3.3. If and object (A) exerts a force on an If and object (A) exerts a force on an 
object (B), then object B exerts an object (B), then object B exerts an 
equal but oppositely directed force equal but oppositely directed force 
on A.on A.

When you are standing on the floor, you are When you are standing on the floor, you are 
pushing down on the floor (Weight) but the pushing down on the floor (Weight) but the 
floor pushes you back up so you don’t floor pushes you back up so you don’t 
accelerate.accelerate.

If you jump out of an airplane, the earth exerts a If you jump out of an airplane, the earth exerts a 
force on you so you accelerate towards it.  force on you so you accelerate towards it.  
You put an equal (but opposite) force on the You put an equal (but opposite) force on the 
earth, but since its mass is so large its earth, but since its mass is so large its 
acceleration is very smallacceleration is very small



When a bug hit the windshield of a car, When a bug hit the windshield of a car, 
which one experiences the larger which one experiences the larger 

force?force?

1 2 3

33% 33%33%
1.1. The bug The bug 

2.2. The carThe car

3.3. They experience They experience 
equal but equal but 
opposite forces.opposite forces.



When a bug hit the windshield of a car, When a bug hit the windshield of a car, 
which one experiences the larger which one experiences the larger 

acceleration?acceleration?

1 2 3

33% 33%33%
1.1. The bugThe bug

2.2. The carThe car

3.3. Since they have Since they have 
the same force, the same force, 
they have the they have the 
same same 
acceleration.acceleration.



Four Fundamental ForcesFour Fundamental Forces

1.1. GravityGravity

2.2. ElectromagneticElectromagnetic

3.3. Weak NuclearWeak Nuclear

4.4. Strong NuclearStrong Nuclear
 Examples of Non-fundamental Examples of Non-fundamental 

forces: friction, air drag, tensionforces: friction, air drag, tension



Example CalculationsExample Calculations
 Suppose you start from rest and undergo Suppose you start from rest and undergo 

constant acceleration (a) for a time (t).  How far constant acceleration (a) for a time (t).  How far 
do you go.do you go.

Initial speed =0Initial speed =0

Final speed = Final speed = v=atv=at

Average speed Average speed vvavgavg= (Final speed – Initial speed)/2= (Final speed – Initial speed)/2

VVavg avg = ½ at= ½ at

Now we can calculate the distance traveled asNow we can calculate the distance traveled as

d= vd= vavgavg t = (½ at) t = ½ at t = (½ at) t = ½ at22

Note: This is only true for constant acceleration.Note: This is only true for constant acceleration.



Free FallFree Fall
 Suppose you fall off a 100 m high cliff .Suppose you fall off a 100 m high cliff .
 How long does it take to hit the ground How long does it take to hit the ground 

and how fast are you moving when you and how fast are you moving when you 
hit?hit?

d=
1
2
a t 2

t 2=
2 d
a

t=√ 200m

9.8m / s2
=4.52 s



 Now that we know the time to reach the Now that we know the time to reach the 
bottom, we can solve for the speed at the bottom, we can solve for the speed at the 
bottombottom

v=a t

v=(9.8
m

s2
)(4.52 s)=44.3

m
s



 We can also use these equations to We can also use these equations to 
find the height of a cliff by dropping find the height of a cliff by dropping 
something off and finding how log it something off and finding how log it 
takes to get to the ground (t) and takes to get to the ground (t) and 
then solving for the height (d).then solving for the height (d).



While traveling in Scotland I came across a While traveling in Scotland I came across a 
deep gorge.  To find out how deep it was I deep gorge.  To find out how deep it was I 
dropped rocks off of the bridge and found dropped rocks off of the bridge and found 

that it took them about 3 seconds to hit the that it took them about 3 seconds to hit the 
bottom. What was the approximate depth of bottom. What was the approximate depth of 

the gorge?the gorge?

1 2 3 4

25% 25%25%25%

1.1. 15m15m

2.2. 30m30m

3.3. 45m45m

4.4. 90m90m
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